Mineral image enhancement based on sequential combination of toggle and top-hat based contrast operator.
Enhancing mineral image especially making mineral image details clear is very useful for mineral analysis. To effectively enhance mineral image, an algorithm based on the toggle contrast operator and top-hat based contrast operator is proposed in this paper. Sequentially combining the toggle contrast operator and top-hat based contrast operator could be used to identify image features especially the image details. So, appropriately exacting the identified image features by the sequentially combined toggle and top-hat based contrast operator is important for mineral image enhancement, which is analyzed firstly in this paper. After that, the multi-scale extension of feature extraction is given and used to construct the final features for mineral image enhancement. By importing the final extracted image features into the original mineral image through contrast enlargement, the original mineral image is well enhanced and the mineral image details are very clear. Experimental results on different types of mineral images verified the effective performance of the proposed algorithm.